Hotel Osterport Announces Lowest Prices at Conveniently
Located Copenhagen Hotel
Located near Oslo Square and convenient to train station, centrally located hotel
packs all the ammenities in a low price, reports HotelOsterport.dk
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/MarketersMedia/ -- Increasingly popular with both European visitors and those traveling abroad,
Copenhagen's tourism has increased dramatically in recent years. With both business and vacation
travelers descending upon the city, finding quality, affordable accommodations can be a trial. With
this in mind, Hotel Osterport (http://www.hotelosterport.dk/) has recently announced its low price
accommodations for those who book through their site.
Says the hotel spokesperson, "Whether you're traveling for fun or a business meeting, the stay at a
hotel is usually just a base or starting point for meetings, the good concert or experiences in the city.
Therefore, the location is important because you do not want to spend unnecessary time on
transportation." With that in mind, lower costs have been established to showcase the perfect
location.
"Hotel Østerport is perfect for those looking for inexpensive accommodations close to several of
Copenhagen's main sights. At the same time, Østerport Station is an excellent hub for those who
need to go to/from Copenhagen airport or a trip around town. Both the train and bus are close by so
visitors spend their cash on other attractions in addition to their lodgings. Additionally, for those who
book at hotelosterport.dk, we're offering a free complete breakfast each day of your stay."
Further advantages have been added to the amenities, including convenient bike rental and free
wi-fi in all rooms. "Just because we have the lowest prices around doesn't mean we're skimping on
quality," says Hotel Osterport's representative. "We also provide a flat screen TV with a wide
selection of channels and of course a lovely bath and toilet."
Situated next door to Osterport train station and near Oslo Square, the hotel takes pride in its
excellent care of business travelers and tourists who want an affordable and centrally located hotel
in Copenhagen. "We take pride in providing the best attentive service, a delicious breakfast, and of
course clean rooms that live up to anyone's best standards."
About Hotel Osterport:
Only a 25 minute drive from the airport, Hotel Osterport has a unique location in the centre of
Copenhagen city just next to Østerport Station. Whether traveling alone, with a partner or family,
Hotel Østerport is an inexpensive hotel in the heart of Copenhagen. In less than 20 minutes, visitors
will be able to walk to prime destinations such as the Residence of the Royal Family (Amalienborg),
the Danish National Stadium (PARKEN), Europe's longest pedestrian shopping street (Strøget), the
pretty waterways of New Harbour (Nyhavn), as well as top spots such as The King's New Square
(Kongens Nytorv) and Langelinie.
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